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mention a few of them: NeuroMed, a full-text archive of three Indian Neuroscience Journals from Volume 1; Exim-India on CD; and, India Business Insight Database. The last one is still continued but online.

ATG: In your early years, Informatics was the leading distributor of information products to libraries in India for a wide variety of publishers and aggregators like Silver Platter. However, now you are increasingly known for products which you’ve developed yourselves. What prompted this change?

NVS: It was not a change but part of our early vision and evolution. It is simply that we had to wait for the technology to be available at an affordable level to create products. The distribution business provided sustainability to the business. We earned well from distribution (until three years ago), and spent on creating products. Our CD-ROM publishing could not take off as we were too ahead of the time. We shifted our technology strategy from CD-ROM back to online as the Internet was promising a better and more affordable online experience. Internet and the emerging web, and the experience in the database distribution business helped us to conceive J-Gate, our flagship product.

ATG: As far as your distribution services go, the print journal subscription business still continues to be a main focus. With the continuing shift to digital journals, how long do you expect that to remain viable?

NVS: Not really. We started the distribution part of our business with print subscription products and moved quickly to e-content media beginning with CD-ROM products in the late 1980s and shifted to online products with the Internet taking off in India. By 2012, our e-content distribution was 80% of our total distribution business. The regulatory changes in the country in 2012 concerning tax laws and the refusal to accept these changes by international publishers for orders coming through Agents forced us to re-define our distribution business strategy completely.

ATG: India, of course, is both a vibrant and growing economy but also a developing country. How does the issue of Open Access impact your company and your customers?

NVS: There is no major negative impact on our business, or on the business of the paid content market in India. But, the OA wave has caught on widely at the awareness part of our business with print subscription part of our business. We are earning well from distribution remained ongoing but online.

We launched Open J-Gate, a subset of J-Gate to ride on the OA wave, in 2004. The launch was inaugurated by Prof. Jean-Claude Guédon, University of Montreal, Canada, a leading OA advocate. It was the largest database for OA literature then. It was used extensively consuming more than 90% of our hosting infrastructure! We had to find a way to monetize this product as the J-Gate, the mother database in subscription model, was still not earning enough. We had to withdraw Open J-Gate for sheer reasons of our not being able to move to a Google kind of advertisement and sponsorship based revenue model. We find it to be around U.S. $10m a year.

We developed a separate services division for doing contracted services which became our services division. A huge contract we got from Reuters in 1995, indexing close to a million news stories a year with turn-around time of less than 12 hours, taught us to manage large contracts. We did this by developing a team of home-based workers and connecting them to be online with our server through local telephone network. Reuters would upload the feed to our server, we would distribute this to a few major global journal publishers through big deals of a few library consortia. India’s scholarly journal market for the locally published journals is insignificant. I can estimate it to be around U.S. $10m a year.

We launched Open J-Gate, a subset of J-Gate to ride on the OA wave, in 2004. The launch was inaugurated by Prof. Jean-Claude Guédon, University of Montreal, Canada, a leading OA advocate. It was the largest database for OA literature then. It was used extensively consuming more than 90% of our hosting infrastructure! We had to find a way to monetize this product as the J-Gate, the mother database in subscription model, was still not earning enough. We had to withdraw Open J-Gate for sheer reasons of our not being able to move to a Google kind of advertisement and sponsorship based revenue model. We find the OA opportunity more promising now, an opportunity to come out with a new kind of product as a significant and wider expansion out of J-Gate. We are working on developing some new interesting models.

ATG: Informatics also serves publishers by providing editorial and compilation services including content review and editing, indexing and abstracting, not to mention Web research and analysis. Can you tell us a bit about that part of your business?

NVS: It is a smaller pie in our total revenue, but is slowly developing well. The trigger for this activity came from our thinking in early days of our startup to find global markets for Indian content. Encouraged by a small contract in the early 1990s from Predicast, a business database company in the U.S., we started abstracting and indexing Indian business sources for an international database, but retaining the copyright for the work we did which forced us to get a smaller price per record than we could have got otherwise. This contract helped us in expanding in two directions. It led to the India Business Insight Database, as a product. We developed a separate services division for doing contracted services which became our services division. A huge contract we got from Reuters in 1995, indexing close to a million news stories a year with turn-around time of less than 12 hours, taught us to manage large contracts. We did this by developing a team of home-based workers and connecting them to be online with our server through local telephone network. Reuters would upload the feed to our server, we would distribute this to